
A new app icon and a new name. Don’t let the new look 
(including the interface) trick you. This latest version of 
the Stockpile Reports app brings all the power of the 
original and then some!

The design and workflow are fully updated. Now, 
features you need are easy to find and use.

New help content helps you get set up and gives clearer 
measuring directions.

01What’s New?
We’re thrilled about the launch of our new inventory measurement app: SR 
Measure. We’ve put this brief overview together to get you up to date on what 
makes this new version so great.



What’s New? 02

With admin privileges, you can add a site, assign a product, or define 
a bunker as part of your measurement workflow — all within the 
app. No need to call the office, correct measurement data later, or 
pull out your laptop in the field. Every Pile, Any Time™. 

Reports have been redesigned, including an interactive 3D model of 
your pile and the ability to share a report with others.



What’s New?
Stockpile Reports
Stockpile Reports helps customers solve problems with bulk materials inventory 
using on demand measurements from image processing. Our solutions also use 
data from continuous measurements to address operational efficiencies within 
the supply chain. Every Pile, Any Time™. 

How SR Measure Works
SR Measure records video as you walk around a pile. The app analyzes the video, 
looking for identifiable features of the pile. It tracks features as you move around 
the pile, and uses them to build a 3D model of the pile. The app calculates the 
volume of the pile, multiplies it by the conversion factor, and gives the tonnage of 
the pile. Every Pile, Any Time™.

Why Stockpile Reports?
Stockpile Reports is the only bulk materials inventory measurement solution on 
the planet which offers the ability to measure stockpiles with an iPhone: SR 
Measure. No need to run a drone for small sites or spot checks, the SR Measure 
app has you covered. Every Pile, Any Time™. 

GIS tools require an engineer. Someone must fly a drone, then someone must 
clean up files and calculate volumes, and you need a separate system that helps 
you keep track. SR Measure does all of that in the palm of your hand.

Stockpile Reports uses computer vision algorithms to do the work for you, even 
with drone captures, so you don’t need to clean up point clouds and 3D models. 
All your data feeds into our inventory management platform and automatically 
logs your measurements and can send the data wherever it is needed. Every Pile, 
Any Time™. 
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